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Island 02841 401.841.2837  
DIILS Resident Courses are EIMET certified. LCT, LOMO, LADSCA, LAMSO, LCC and CLHW are 
pre-approved for RDFP. SCOs should request DIILS course quotas through NETSAFA. All courses 
are taught at Naval Station Newport, Rhode Island. Course costs include Field Studies Program 
(FSP) charge of $70 per week and a cost for transportation during the course. Course cost does not 
include airfare or TLA. TLA daily rate while in Newport, RI is calculated using the local meal rate of 
$59+$11 daily IMS incidental rate ($200 daily total). The TLA rate for other days is calculated based 
on location. Students are housed in Combined Bachelor Quarters (CBQ). Students pay CBQ charges 
of $143 per day. An English Comprehension Level (ECL) score of 80 is the minimum required for 
international students nominated to participate in DIILS Resident Courses. Contact NETSAFA to 
request a waiver for minimum ECL. Course costs subject to change. 
 

 

 

 

 

Course Title MASL # Course 
Dates 

Report 
Date 

FY24 
IMET/CT 
FMS Full 

FY24 
NATO 

FMS Incr 

FY25 
IMET/CT 
FMS Full 

FY25 
NATO 

FMS Incr 

Legal Aspects of Combating 
Terrorism (LCT) (4 weeks) P176028 

 
15 Mar - 11 Apr 2024 
14 Mar - 10 Apr 2025 
 

12 Mar 24 
11 Mar 25 

$11,429 
$11,704 

$11,460 
$11,483 

$12,122 
$12,413 

$12,162 
$12,122 

Law of Military Operations 
Course (LOMO) 
(4 weeks) 

P176027 19 Apr-16 May 2024 
18 Apr-15 May 2025 

16 Apr 24 
15 Apr 25 

$11,596 
$11,942 

$11,698 
$11,667 

$13,097 
$13,450 

$13,200 
$13,097 

Legal Aspects of Maritime 
Security Operations 
(LAMSO) (4 weeks) 

P176009 24 May - 20 Jun 2024 
23 May - 19 Jun 2025 

21 May 24 
20 May 25 

$11,415 
$12,890 

$12,645 
$12,588 

$11,079 
$11,332 

$11,080 
$11,079 

Cyber Law and Hybrid 
Warfare (CLHW) (4 weeks) P176000 28 Jun - 25 Jul 2024 

27 Jun - 24 Jul 2025 
25 Jun 24 
24 Jun 25 

$12,919 
$13,243 

$12,998 
$13,039 

$12,379 
$12,690 

$12,435 
$12,430 

Legal Aspects of  
Defense Support of Civil 
Authorities 
(LADSCA) (4 weeks) 

P176042 2 - 29 Aug 2024 
1 - 28 Aug 2025 

30 Jul 24 
29 Jul 24 

$11,863 
$12,138 

$11,894 
$11,917 

$11,072 
$11,350 

$11,095 
$11,072 

Military Law Development 
Program (MLDP I) 
(Includes HRLC, LCC & MJ) 
(10 weeks) 

P176026 

 
6 Oct – 14 Dec 2023 
11 Oct -19 Dec 2024 
 

4 Oct 23 
8 Oct 24 

$24,450 
$25,110 

$24,499 
  $24,530 

$25,707 
$26,475 

$25,850 
$25,707 

Military Justice (MJ)  
(3 weeks) P176003 6 - 26 Oct 2023 

11-31 Oct 2024 

    
4 Oct 23 
8 Oct 24 
 

$14,069 
$14,226 

$14,043 
$14,088 

$15,327 
$15,800 

$15,611 
$15,327 

Legal Aspects of Combating 
Corruption (LCC) (3 weeks) P176040 27 Oct - 16 Nov 2023 

1 - 21 Nov 2024 
24 Oct 23 
29 Oct 24 

$11,812 
$12,015 

$11,832 
$11,866 

$14,402 
$14,600 

$14,350 
$14,402 

Human Rights and the Law 
of Armed Conflict (HRLC)  
(4 weeks) 

P176019 17 Nov - 14 Dec 2023 
22 Nov - 19 Dec 2024 

14 Nov 23 
19 Nov 24 

$12,654 
$12,918 

$12,674 
$12,707 

$13,210 
$13,480 

$13,230 
$13,210 
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Legal Aspects of Combating Terrorism (LCT) (MASL P176028): This four (4) week course for military officers, legal advisors and their civilian 
counterparts explores effective means for combating terrorism within the rule of law; with an emphasis on the importance of inter-agency cooperation. LCT 
is designed specifically for military officers and civilian officials who are currently, or who plan to be, involved in combating terrorism through law 
enforcement or military means. Site visits and briefings are planned with the U.S. Coast Guard (maritime security), United Nations Combating Terrorism 
Committee Executive Directorate (anti-terrorism, consequence management), and an Emergency Management Operations Center (inter-agency 
coordination in crisis response). LCT features a visit to the United Nations and cultural familiarization activities will also take place under the DIILS Field 
Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Law of Military Operations (LOMO) (MASL P176027): This four (4) week course for military officers, legal advisors and their civilian counterparts 
provides a comprehensive overview on the legal aspects of military operations and the constructive role legal advisors provide in military operational 
planning. LOMO focuses on the application of international legal standards to military operations, particularly the Law of Armed Conflict, Law of the Sea, 
Rules of Engagement, Status of Forces Agreements, Environmental Law, Counter-Terrorism and Counter-Piracy.  LOMO features a visit to the United 
Nations and cultural familiarization activities will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Legal Aspects of Maritime Security Operations (LAMSO) (MASL P176009): This four (4) week course for military officers, legal advisors, 
and their civilian counterparts provides a comprehensive overview of the legal aspects of maritime security operations and naval military operations 
enhancing partner familiarity with international law of military operations and maritime law enforcement. Participants will analyze U.S. maritime law 
enforcement regulations and procedures and consider their potential applicability as a model for capacity development in their respective countries. LAMSO 
features a visit to the United Nations and cultural familiarization activities will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Cyber Law and Hybrid Warfare (CLHW) (MASL P176000): This four (4) week course for military officers, legal advisors, and their civilian 
counterparts provides an in-depth global perspective of domestic and international legal aspects of cyber operations and emerging technologies present 
in hybrid warfare and their impact on modern state governance. Presented by internationally recognized subject matter experts, this course begins with a 
discussion of the application of cyber and emerging technologies and a review of the legislative and evidentiary challenges of cybercrimes. Participants 
will study criminal activity and information assurance as well as the way in which criminals utilize these technologies to their advantage. Experts review 
social media and surveillance methodologies as well as international responses to cyber intrusions. The course transitions from domestic concerns to 
international challenges and includes visits to several U.S. government agencies where participants will be instructed by current and former U.S. military 
and other government cyber experts and practitioners. Participants will review the application of international law to issues prevalent in the interconnected 
global economy and digital age such as sovereignty, intervention, and due diligence. The course will conclude with a focus on the application of cyber and 
emerging technologies to hybrid warfare in armed conflict. Cultural familiarization activities under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP) may take place 
in Newport, Boston, New York City, and Washington DC. 
 

Legal Aspects of Defense Support of Civil Authorities (LADSCA) (MASL P176042): This four (4) week course for military officers, legal 
advisors and their civilian counterparts promotes Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) that is consistent with democratic rule of law, protection of 
human rights and reasonable use of force. It addresses aspects of military support and cooperation with civil authorities (i.e., law enforcement, disaster 
relief, border security, counter-trafficking and combating armed gangs) and other domestic operations. LADSCA features a visit to the United Nations and 
cultural familiarization activities will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Military Law Development Program (MLDP-I) (MASL P176026): This ten (10) week course offers military officers, military legal advisors, and 
their civilian counterparts a comprehensive military law curriculum, which includes attending the DIILS “Human Rights and Law of Armed Conflict” (HRLC), 
“Military Justice” (MJ) and “Legal Aspects of Combating Corruption” (LCC) courses. MLDP features visits to the United Nations and cultural familiarization 
activities will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Military Justice (MJ) (MASL P176003): This three (3) week course for military officers, legal advisors, and their civilian counterparts offers a 
comprehensive overview of the U.S. military justice system and comparative analysis of other military justice systems. Topics include substantive and 
procedural due process, evidentiary practice, trial advocacy, non-judicial alternatives to courts martial, and appeals, the role of judges and transparency. 
MJ features a visit to the United Nations and cultural familiarization activities will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Legal Aspects Combating Corruption (LCC) (MASL P176040): This three (3) week course for military officers, legal advisors and their civilian 
counterparts facilitates gaining knowledge and skills that will enhance their ability to raise awareness of public corruption; explores mechanisms for 
improving national efforts to prevent, detect, investigate and prosecute corrupt practices; and covers the international legal framework for combating 
corruption and the interplay of national law and policy within that framework. LCC features a visit to the United Nations and cultural familiarization activities 
will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 
 

Human Rights and The Law of Armed Conflict (HRLC) (MASL P176019): This four (4) week course for military officers, legal advisors, and 
their civilian counterparts provides a comprehensive overview of the law of armed conflict and human rights. Participants focus on implementing their 
nation’s commitment to adhere to international legal instruments that control the use of force and treatment of persons in the context of all types of military 
operations including those that involve international cooperation. Participants will also be able to identify human rights and law of armed conflict questions 
that arise in the context of military operations and will know the general areas of the law that serve as standards for resolving these questions. HRLC 
features a visit to the United Nations and cultural familiarization activities will also take place under the DIILS Field Studies Program (FSP). 


